The shape of the mount that contains rice kepel
Form questions interview

Ampyang Maulid Tradition In Kudus: Discourse Of Religion Phenomenology

Question:

1. What is a Mr/Mrs know about Maulid of the prophet?
2. What is the opinion of the accept of the Mr/Mrs about the celebration of Ampyang Maulid tradition?
3. The Mr/Mrs of the accept of the celebration of the Ampyang Maulidi tradition?
4. What are the values that can be taken from the celebration of the Ampyang Maulid tradition?
5. According to Mr/Mrs Maulid and the celebration of the Maulid was what Sir?
6. The origin of Ampyang Maulid there what Sir?
7. How the rituals on the host when execution of the celebration of the Ampyang Maulid? And prayers that are recited when the feast of Ampyang Maulid?
8. According to Mr/Mrs, residents in responding to this celebration activities such as what? There is no doubt that accept and reject the one who receives no doubt they participate in the implementation of such activities but who reject it his how?
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